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Introduction
Like many public schools in New Hampshire, my
school is stilJ grappling with the best ways to implement technology. Moneys for new innovations are
competitive, with opinions differing as to which aspects of technology, i.e. networking,
hardware, software, training are
needed most On one point, however,
there is agreement: that actual student
use of technology is what's most important. It was with this thought in
mind that my school bought its first
AlphaSmarts several years ago. At the
time, each classroom had one computer only; it was thought that a classroom AlphaSmart would make it possible for two students to use technology at the same time.
The AlphaSmart is a small, lightweight, virtualJy
indestructible portable word processor. It's powered by AA batteries and is relatively inexpensive;
the money that would buy one laptop could purchase five AlphaSmarts. The keyboard works like a
standard one and there's a small screen to display
what's typed. Inputted text can be downloaded from
the AlpbaSmart via a serial or USB connection to a
computer for formatting and for printing. As a stand
alone word processor, it's a handy little machine.
Initially, the school purchased one AlphaSmart
per classroom with the exception of fifth grade classrooms, which received two. As student use increased, so did yearly budgetary requests for
AlphaSmarts and even more units began appearing

in classrooms. This year, twenty units for general use
were placed in the school library. TheseAlphaSmarts
are signed out regularly by teachers and individual
students and the comment was made that "some fifth
graders are writing up a storm" using them. Students
at all grade levels love the e AlphaSmarts. Most
teachers want them as part of their
process writing programs.
Research has shown the place
of technology in the writing process.
By definition, the writing process is
an approach to writing instruction
that allows students to take charge
of their own writing and learning
(Calkins, 1986; Graves, 1983 ). In
1992, E. B. Fiske was among the
first to envision a link between the
writing process and technology use
when he described computers as.
"the most important new technology for writing instruction ince the invention of the pencil." (Fisl..e,
p. 157) He saw the biggest deterrent to children· s
writing as being the actual physical act of manipulating the pencil and thought that computers would alJe" iate that (Fiske, 1992). Ollila sugge ted that the
writing process would be made easier for fourth
graders because of the simplicity of the editing ""1th
a technological tool (Ollila, J993 ). A later study by
Apple showed that writing skills did improve when
students had continuous access to laptops at "<:hoot
and at home (Dwyer. 1994). Seawel found that third
graders edited and revised their work more when
they word proce sed than the) did when they wrote
by hand whiJe fourth graders re"ised more when the)
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hand wrote. (Seawel, 1994).
ful to choose studen~ whom I thoughtwouldre1-oEducational technology affects the way teachers cal and outgoing, a. I expected to obtain the Ill@
teach and the way students learn (Guthrie & rele\antdatafromtheirinteniews.Writtenp;irem
Richardson, 1995). Educators should be teaching permission to participate in the stud} was obtaiml
children to write the way professional writers write - before data collection began ( ee Appendix A 1
using technology (Cox, 2001 ). For students to have also asked students for their verbal agreement to~
optimal use of technology in the writing process, the a part of the tud}. For the purpose of reporting!M
technology must be in the classroom as opposed to research, participants will be referred to b) tlr
in a lab setting with the ideal ratio being one student r;,eudonym Am}. Ste\ e, Todd. and Zoe.
to each computer (Turnamian, 1997). Student use of
AlphaSmarts in the classroom shows increased mo- Procedure
tivation as well as improved writing skills. (Skinner, .____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1998). B} teaching our students now to adapt comMy research is qualitative in de ignanddescripputers to their writing environment, we guide them to tive in nature. Marshall and Ro sman ( 1999)Sl31f
find creative ways to use the technologies of the fu- that qualitative research takes place in a natural~
ture to suit their needs (Wood, 2000).
ting rather than in a controlled one, that it deals w&
I wear two official "hats" on the job, one as class- the experience of the participants, that it uses m~
room teacher and the other as hardware and soft- tiple metho& of data collection, and that the iof<I·
ware technical support person for the building. As an mation gleaned is subject to interpretation (p. 2). lb.;
~cator, I wondered if student use of theAlphaSmart further refer to the describing of a ''phenome°?°t
impacted the writing process already in place in our interest" (p. 33) which in my case is the "acnoos.
classrooms. As a technician, I wondered if we could events, belief , attitudes, and ... processes.• (P· 31·.
justify. increasing the number ofAlphaSmarts as a cost occurring with regard to students' wnnen~ompnil·
effecn~e way to bring technology, if only the word tion using conventional tools and technological~
processmg aspect of it, directly into the hands of more I wanted to explore, in its natural school settio~~
~oung authors. These two thoughts led me to inves- processes that these students use when the) w~te.
tigate the wri~~ ~s of four fifth graders in an wanted to describe and interpret my findings in~
attempt .to gam ms1gbt into how students use both
attempt to further understand the writing~~
conventional tools and the AlphaSmarts when th
compose.
ey to see if there was a place for technology use 10 ~t
Using Spradley's ( 1980) De ~riptive
Methods
Matrix as a guide, I devised inte1:'1~~ quesn.Olb (an!
pendix B) dealing with acts, actIVIttes, feelings.
~P:a::-:m=·~ci:--p-a-nts~---------_ __J objects associated with the writing process· 1in~
B
· ·
con\
errruss1on
to conduct the research in the di . , viewed each student privately at a mutuall)
~-;es
school was gran d ·
··
stnct s nient time during the school day. Student 11;"rof Schools and~ bm.:ttng ?Y t!te Superintendent to questions were tape recorded and l~ter
were
full w ng pnncipal. Four students scribed for analysis. Since one of the inten1e\\ '!~:.,
purpose Ychosen for the sample All
ked eai..u
fifth graders whohadattendedthesch ·. ~e tions dealt with "good" writing, I also as ·kwhidl
derg~en; the intent here was to so ~1smce . - student for a sample of his or her best wor ttnt.I
prevtous writing instruction and ex ~ ow equalize was then photocopied and annotated. At~ ~
tempt to best represent the entire~~nc~. ~an at- wasn •t sure how or ifl would use th~ ~lb!
least one student from each of the~· c ose at I knew that having them could potennallY
classrooms. Two participants
fifth grade richness of my research.
ball anJ
dents, and two were not, but were my fo.rm_er stuTriangulation, as advocated b)' M~ a to we
m)' class. Two of the sub· tsallhad had siblings in R.ossm.an (p. 194), was achieved by addi.ncao·.....:
·1
·--n' ,.}..,pf'\ 1be
"""'
girs,andonestudenth
d~ec
'd were
· boys' twowere mterviewdatainfonnationfromfomuuvu":"·
They all knew of my affi~ ~ entt~ed special needs. ofeach student in two different writing sewngs.aul:ir
department and with the sc~~ with the district tech first set of observations took place in the ~Ji~
swebsite.I was caretradi ·--nlpep..u
L
classroom where students used
nrni.u

I

I
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paper for a routine classroom writing assignment.
The second set of observations was conducted in a
private room with students using the AlphaSmart
for a writing prompt. Both sets of observations for
each student were transcribed for later analysis.
Limitations
Limitations to this study were many. Data collection was spread out over many weeks since the
students I was studying were not in my class. It was
difficult to find mutual times that were convenient
for the students, for their teachers, and for myself.
Absences and schedule changes also factored in.
During the interviews, the children were not as responsive as I had hoped they would be and I found
myself asking impromptu probing questions of some
but not of others. Students all knew of my affiliation
with technology; this could well have affected their
responses to the interview questions. This same affiliation may have biased my analysis of the data.
Finally, the very nature of qualitative stud} places
limitations on this work (Marshall & Rossman, p.
42). While the subsequent findings may hold true
for a small sample in a rural elementary school in
central New Hampshire, there is no guarantee that
results are generalizable to other settings or contexts.

Findings

describes starting by indenting the first sentence at
the beginning of the paragraph. Zoe says she gets a
piece of paper and writes down ideas.
When asked what makes a piece of writing
'"good," students had varied responses. Am)' and
Zoe both looked for teacher validation in the form
of compliments or laughter. Stephen and Todd mentioned length of the piece as an important element.
Todd further said it needed to be "paragraphed
right." Zoe knew right away her writing was good
"when I don't get a lot of words misspelled and I
can read it without having it be sloppy." As an educator, it was clear to me that the~e children recognized and valued many aspects of composition that
we teach schoolwide.
Of most interest, however, was student responses
to the questions dealing with usage of the
AlphaSmarts and their comments to teachers regarding their use. Todd talked about composition saying.
"We do it (write) in ourjournal first. then we do it on
theAlphaSmart, usually." Amy spoke of using the
AlphaSmart when the teacher wanted to displa} a
piece of writing:

-

I use them (AlphaSmarts) ... when
she proofreads it and she wants to like
hang it up or something. She 'JI checJ.. it
and then we'll [LX the mistakes ... and
then we'l/find afile that doern 't lun·e
anything in it or something that doesn't
need to be used ... and I'll enter it and
write down what's on the paper.

Data collection began with interviews of students.
All began by speaking of writing assignments in terms
ofjournal entries. "Sometimes we have to write about
Stephen talked of u ing the computer in lieu of
our weekend," said Stephen, ··or how school is so
far. Then she (the teacher) takes it home over the the AlphaSmart. Even though he \\as speaking of a
weekend and she reads them ... and she writes, like different technological tool, Stephen, like Amy. re·great job!' ."Writing prompts were also mentioned ported that it was necessary to have a rough draft in
by each student. Amy sums up the concept of a hand before the technology was used. He added
writing prompt in this manner: "She (the teacher) that. even as a fourth grader the year before. he had
gives us the subject and writes it on the board and used the AlphaSmarts mainly for typing purposes.
... we think up an idea for the story and we write it after hi rough draft \\as completed U'iing pencil and
down individuall}." Zoe also talked about a "ere- paper.
Zoe did not mention the typing of draft." but poke
ative writing" exercise where she and her classmates
mainl}
of her difficult) using the AlphaSman with
wrote questions for use in mock interviews.
regard
to
keyboarding. She stated that 'ihe "wa.\n · t
Students described the planning processes the}
used in prewriting. "I take a couple seconds to very good at it" because she couldn ·, t} pe fast and
think." explained Stephen. "Then I pick how rm apparentlydidn"t know where the ke)S \\ere. On a
going to start it and how rm going to end it and a positive note. Zoe ~tated that she did like the fact
couple of the details and then I start writing." Todd that "it always\\ rites clean and) our teachers can
The Ne•• Hampshire Journal of Educatwn. \.'o/ume V
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read it," an obvious reference to handwriting. She
ing weaknesses in the text with regard
also told me that, when she uses a keyboard, she
to language conventions and accuracy
of meaning and by evaluating the exPretends she·s "workinginaquiet office, listening to
music" and that this helps her to concentrate.
tent to which the text accomplishes the
By the time these interviews were completed, I
writers goals; includes subprocesses of
found myself wondering ifstudent use of AlphaSmarts
reading, which is done systematically
was primarily to type final drafts - and if students
and by choice, and editing, which is trigwere using AlphaSmarts not as word processors,
gered automatically and can interrupt
but mainJy as typewriters. I wondered ifstudents could ~--o-th_e_
r p:_n_o_c_es_s_e_s(H_a_:y_e_s_&_Fl
_ o_w_e_r,_p_. _12_)_. - -i
or would do actual composing using the AJphaSmart.
I next made observations of students writing in Discussion
class using conventional tools like pencils and pens l - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - --1
and recording on paper or in their
I searched for evidence of these
journals. The final sets of obserfunctions of the writing process in the
vations were of individual stuclassroom observation and in the
dents in a private setting using the
prompted writing setting. As outlined
AJphaSmart to complete a writ...-'
below, planning behaviors were obing prompt. Both sets of obserserved in writing using theAlphaSmart
vations were recorded and tranbut were not as apparent in the obscribed for later analysis.
servations of writing using pencil and
It was at this point in the study
paper. However, translating and rethat I chose to narrow my focus
viewing behaviors were apparent in
as Spradley ( 1980) states ethnographers sometimes both writing settings. I also noted physical and medo. "(They) study a few selected domains... in depth, chanicaJ behaviors in the observations.
while still attempting to gain a surface understanding
of the cultural scene as a whole." (p. 101) The do- Cognitive Beh aviors
mains I selected on which to focus were the cogniPlanning. The behaviors involved with planning
tive stages involved in the writing process.
were evident in the observations of the writing
To guide my analysis, I used a model of the writprompt using the AlphaSmart. Students questioned
ing process outlined by Hayes and Aower in 1980
my expectations, as Amy did when she asked,
(Appendix C). In looking at student behaviors dur"Should
I title it or anything?'' This is a reflection on
ing both writing sessions, I focused on three functhe
task
environment.
Students could be observed
tions of this writing model - planning, translating, and
striking
the
space
bar
repeatedly
to indent. Zoe and
reviewing. Hayes and Flower (I 980) define these
Stephen whispered and mumbled to themselves while
terms in the following way:
typing. Stephen asked questions or commented aloud
about
his choice of words. Amy stopped her writing
planning: to take information f rom
'Tm doing everything with adjectives beto
explain,
the task em•ironment andfrom long-term
cause we· re studying adjectives." At one time or anmemory and use it to set goals and to
other, most students stopped momentarily and gazed
establish a writing plan to guide the proat
the display or at the keys, then looked up or off to
duction of the text that will meet these
the
side before resuming their keyboarding.
goals; includes genera ting, organd ng,
Instances of planning were not apparent in the
and goal-setting subprocesses translatobservations of the pencil and paper task, perhaps
ing: acts under the guidance ofthe writdue to my distance from the subjects and to the fact
ing plan to produce language correthat this observation was made in a classroom setsponding to information in the reader 's
ting as opposed to a private one. There was no mamemory rei•iewing: to improve the qualnipulation of the writing tool that could indicate planity of the text produced by the translatning was talcing place and there was no dialogue being process...by detecting and correcttween subject and observer. I did not feel confident
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Instances of Cognitive Behaviors
Recorded in Both Observational Settings

of the reviewing function ofthev.Titmg process.

planning

Physica l Behaviors
As I observed students at \.,,Ork
• with AlphaSmart
translating
in both settings. I noticed two other
D with pencil
types of behaviors that were not part
reviewing
of m} writing process model. While
they wTote in the technological set10
ting. students rubbed their faces or
0
40 50
20
30
number of occurrences
bit their lips while rereading their displays. In the pencil paper situation.
enough to interpret other random physical move- they manipulated writing tools or stuck out their
ments I observed as indications that planning of text tongues whi le they reread what they" d written. Amy
actually removed her shoe and sock to scratch an
was taking place.
Translating. This function of the writing process. itch. These occurrences led me to analyze yet anthe actual production ofwritten language, was simple other set of behaviors - those of a ph} sical nature.
As a longtime teacher in the primary grades. rve
to spot in both observational settings. In the classroom. when pencil or pen was to paper. as it often seen physical evidence ofchildren ·s attempts at cogwas, I took that action as evidence ofthe translating nitive processing. Children stand and move \.. hi le ti)behaviors.
With
the
Physical Behaviors Recorded in Both Observational Settings
AlphaSmart. each time a subject struck a key, it indicated
using
translating of information from
pencil or pen
the writer's memory to written
language.
using the
Reviewing. The process of
A lphaSmart
reviewing was also observed in
10 15 20 25 30 35 40
both settings. It was relatively
ru rrber cl behaviors recorded
easy to distinguish the subprocesses ofediting, which is done
automatically. and reading. which is planned. In both ing to read. they look upward while thinking. the}
the classroom and the writing prompt setting. stu- play \..ith fingers while listening. Ttk!se physical ramidents quickly glanced back at the writing on their fications of cognitive processing ha\e man} names
papers or at the letters on the display. which shows such as overflow beha\ iors, associated responses.
evidence of editing behaviors. Amy sat back and physical reactions (J. R. Murphy. OTR/CODA. persighed as she reread her writing prompt. Stephen sonal communication. December l l. 2001). Regardstruck the up arrow key again and again while read- less of the term used to describe it. the phenomenon
ing theAlphaSmart display. then repeated the pro- is a common one to educators and most ha\ e seen
the physical movements a student sho\.,,Swhen a cogcedure using the down arrow key. In the classroom
nitive task is difficult These physical ffiO\er?l\.." rlts \\ cre
observations. students actually changed their posialso
evident during the \ \.TI ting tasl..
tions in their seats in order to stop and reread their
In the analysis. I labeled these behaviors as ph}siwork. Subjects talked to themselves while doing the
cal in nature. Actions included che\.,,ing on lip:-;. rubwriting prompt; Stephen questioned why he had done
bing the mouth. scratching the head. rolling the tonh'UC I
something by stating. ··rm doing this over." He
and many more (see Appendix D). I found it interchided himself saying. ··1 forgot to put in the ·s·s:·
esting that there were more instances of this sort of
Erasures and backspacing. crossing out and using
beha\.ior with the pt!ncil paper tasks than\\ ith the
the arrow keys all were interpreted as examples of
either editing or reading and were considered part technological ones.
37
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Mechanical Behal'iors
I also noted other behaviors during the classroom

the words. When I type, I have to think about the
letters." This speaks clearly to the fact that the act
of keyboarding is a distraction from the writing process for this student It"s probable that it is forothers
as well.
This study suggests that, if equipped with the tools
of technology at the inception of a writing session,
students of this age are able to use a keyboard to
record their ideas and to engage in the process of
writing with all its subprocesses and functions. Given
the fact that our students are growing up in a technology-rich environment, we as educators should be
affording them the opportunity to write using technological tools. The use of AlphaSmarts may be an
inexpensive way to do just that.

pencil/paper activities - those that involved opening
notebooks, turning over paper, picking up writing
tools, etc. These activities were mechanical in nature
and involved the manipulation of the tools used in the
writing process. Evidence of these mechanical actions was also noted in the writing session using the
AJphaSmart; subjects turned on the machine, opened
files, and struck at keys using the "hunt-and-peck"
method.
Further data analysis
At this point, I revisited the data from the students· interviews. I focused on the two questions that
related to the AJphaSmart, one about student usage
and the other about what students would like to tell 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --,
teac hers about the AlphaSm~. In looking for key References
words and phrases, I foundeVJdence of writing pr~ t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
c~ actions. Todd says he likes to use theAlphaSmart
Calkins, L. ( 1986). The art of teaching writ" ... to write stories and stuff. ..You can just throw your ing. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
thoughts onto it!" Arny makes statements about fixCox, K. (200 I) Has word processing improved
ingmistakesand "changingit(herwriting)rightthen." the quality of writing? Retrieved
December
Stephen starts typing, after first being sure the file 12, 200 l fromhttp://webtools.cityu.edu.hk/news/
he's chosen i_s clear. He knows of the machine's spell newslett/writing.htm.
Dwyer, D. (April, l 994). Apple classrooms of
check functJo~ and wants to tell teachers about it,
too. Zoe menllons that, using an AJphaSman, "you tomorrow: What we've learned. Educational Lead
can ...delete some of the words, go back and delete ership, 51 (7), pp 4-1 o.
them and ifs a lot more quicker." These instances
Fiske, E. B. ( 1992). Smart schools, smart kids.
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do use the AlphaSmart for more than just typing of the organization of writing processes. In Lee W.
final copies of their writing.
----~------J Gregg & Erwin R. Steinberg (Eds.), Cognitive pro
Conclusion
cesses in writing (pp. 3-30). Hillsdale NJ: Lawrence
F.rlbaum Associates.
r--1- -1- d_ th_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __j Graves, D. (1983). Writing: teachers and chi/cone u e e subjects in the study did in fact use
the AJphaS
dren at work. Portsmouth, NH: Heineman.
. .
11l.1rt to engage ~-the writing~. They
~xhi~tted the~ transcribmg and reviewing behav- Guthrie, L. F., and Richardson, S.( 1995).Tumed
iors m both wntJng settings and demonstrat d
on to language arts: Computer literacy in the pri
chanical actions associated with each of thee .~e- mary grades. Educational leadership, 53(2), PP
mediums. In both observational settings th WTillng l 4-17.
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1 hed~.\\Tillngprompt_usingtheAJphaSman,Zoe mgwithgradefourchildren.(ERICDocumentRetold me. When I \\.Tite with a pencil, 1can think about production Service No. ED376482).
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